
 
What is Tai Chi and Chi Kung?                                     
 

Tai Chi and Chi Kung (Qi gong) originated in China - as a martial art.  
It‘s timeless principles underpin these gentle movements to better health. 
 

Chi Kung (Qigong) - ‘Qi’ refers to energy and ‘gong’ refers to work/ 
practice/skill. So qigong involves working with your internal energy. 
The exercises can be done sitting or standing. 
T’ai Chi - Slow, flowing movements that develop balance, alignment, flexibility, a 
mind/body system. You will see many forms of Tai Chi, all follow ancient principles 
that promote better health. 
 

How does T’ai Chi and Chi Kung work? 
 

T’ai Chi and Chi Kung is suitable for almost anyone, scientific studies continue to show 
it’s benefits. People interested in improving their flexibility, balance, relaxation, posture 
and fitness find it brilliant.  
It helps support and protect joints. The flexibility helps you to move easier.  
The fitness improves circulation and function of heart, lungs and muscles.  
Chi moves through your body helping to maintain good health. 
 

Any Drawbacks? 
 

If you have existing health problems or are in poor physical condition you 
should consult your health practitioner before commencing the program. 
Care must be taken when starting any new set of exercises. 
 

Tai Chi isn’t magic - it takes some effort,  
like any new skill you have to be prepared to work at it.  
Making it fun, finding ways to include it in what you already do and keeping it simple 
mean that you gradually notice your health improve.  
The good news is it keeps getting better and better! 
 

Bonuses 
 Relaxing way to exercise, building flexibility, balance and letting go of tension. 
 No equipment needed, just space to stand or sit a little sunshine is a bonus!!!  
 You can do it by yourself or with a group 
 The best way to understand Tai Chi is to feel it - start, keep going! Stop if it hurts. 
 As we age, we need to keep moving - move it don’t lose it. 
 
If you would like more information contact Jen 
jbinney@chariot.net.au   
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